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1 Introduction 
In such areas as system identihcation, time series analysis or controller design by parameter opti- 
mization, often a nonlinear search has to be performed over a specific set of linear systems of fixed 
blcMillan degree. It is therefore important to have knowledge of the structure of such classes of 
systems. This motivated Brockett [2] to study the topology of the set of single-input single-output 
linear systems of fixed McMillan degree n. He proved that this set has n + 1 connected compo- 
nents. Clover [9] showed that in the multivariable situation there is however only one connected 
component. The same result was established by Hanson [ 121 and independently by Ober [19] for the 
sub-class of (asymptotically) stable systems of McMillan degree n. Results of this type suggested 
that there might be a close connection between these two classes of systems. HeImke [15] then 
showed that these two classes are homeomorphic, and Hanzon [13] used a different approach to 
show that they are in fact diffeomorphic. 
IJsing different types of balanced realizations, Ober [19], [21] and Ober and McFarlane [20] 
derived canonical forms for several classes of linear systems of fixed McMillan degree: stable, 
positive real, bounded reaI, minimum phase and systems without constraints. An interesting aspect 
of these canonical forms is that they have a remarkably similar structure. This gave further evidence 
t!lat there should be a strong relationship between these classes of systems. In Ober [20] it was 
moreover shown that all these sets of systems have identical numbers of connected components. 
In this paper we will establish new diffeomorphisms between sets of systems. The diffeomor- 
phism between the set of aII systems of fixed McMillan degree and the subset of stable systems 
is motivated by a map that was studied in much detail in Fuhrmann-Ober [8] and by some state 
space formulae in Glover-McFarlane [lo]. The other diffeomorphisms studied in this paper are in 
fact adaptations of this map. These maps a.lso explain to a great extent why the canonical forms 
for the different classes of systems in Ober [21] have such a similar structure. 
For single-input single-output systems it was shown in Ober [21] that each minimal, or stable, 
or bounded real or positive real system can be parametrised by a set of stun&& pammeters: 
6k,a(~)l,...,~(~)j,...,~(~)~~-l, bk > 0, CI(k)j > 0, 1 5 j 5 r&k - 1; 
d dcR 
In particular each system in one of the classes of systems has a unique representation, a canonical 
form, in terms of following ‘standard system’. 
The standard system (A, 6, c, d) is then given by 
1.6= b 0 (,I, ,~..,?,...,~j,O,~..,?,...,~k,O~..,~*, 
n1 nJ nk 
2. C= (~16l,O~...,?,...,Sj6j,O,...,O,...,~k6k,~...,?), 
\ , 
n1 nJ nk 
3. For A =Z (Aij)l<i,j<k we have 
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a) block diagonal entries A,,, 1 5 j 2 Ic: 
with aj, a function of b,,o, and d. 
b) off diagonal blocks Aij, 1 5 i, j 5 k, i # j: 
/ o...o) Qij 
Aij = with a,, a function of b,,bj,si,~,,~,,gj and d. 
For the case of stable systems we have the following canonical form (Ober [18]). We call a 
minimal system stable if all its poles are in the open left half plane. 
Theorem 1.1 The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) g(s) is the tmnsfer function of a stable minimal system over $I of McMillan degree n. 
(ii) g(s) has a standard n-dimensional nzalization (A, b, c, d) given by a standard set of pammeters 
such that 
Moreouer, the map which assigns to each stable minimal system the maiization in (ii) is a canonical 
fOWl. 
The canonical form presented in the previous theorem is in the form of a Lyapunov baIanced 
reahzation (Moore [ 171). 
Definition 1.1 A stable minimal system (A, B,C, D) is called Lyapunov ba,lanced if 
AZ + EA* = -BB*, 
A*E + EA = -C*C, 
with E = diag(o~Inl,u~I,,2,. . . ,o&), ul > u2 > . -. > ok > 0. The mat& Y??, is called the 
Lyapunov grammian of the system. 
The canon&I form quoted in the previous theorem is Lyapunov baIanced with Lyapunov gram- 
mian IZ = diag(c~In,, qIn2, . . . ,o&). Another interesting property of the canonicaI form is that 
it is sign-symmetric. Indeed if 
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where in, =&zg(+~,--1,-t-l,..., (-l)nJ+l)E$?nJxnJ,j= I,..., k, then 
A = SAT& cT = 5.6. 
It should also be noted that the Cauchy index of a system is given by trace(S) (see Anderson [l]). 
In Section 2 we introduce a map, the so-called L-characteristic, that maps not necessarily stable 
minimal systems to stable minimal systems of the same McMillan degree. It will be shown that this 
characteristic map is in fact a bijection between the set of minimal systems of fixed McMillan degree 
and its subset of all stable minimal systems. This map will also be analysed from the point of view 
LQG-balanced realisations and Lyapunov realizations. Sections 3-5 contain the analogous analyzes 
for bounded real systems, positive real systems and antistable systems. Finally in Section 6 it is 
shown that the bijections are in fact diffeomorphisms. 
Both authors would like to thank the Institute for Technomathematik and in particular Prof. 
D. Praetzel-Walters at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany for their hospitality during the 
preparation of this manuscript. Paul Fuhrmann would like to gratefully acknowledge the support 
of the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) during his stay in Kaiserslautern. 
2 Minimal systems 
The aim of this section is to establish a bijection between the set of minimal systems of dimension 
n and the set of all stable minimal systems of dimension n. Note that we mean by a stable 
system a system whose poles are all in the open left half plane. This bijection which we call the L- 
characteristic map is in fact a map that occurred implicitly in the work by Glover and McFarlane [lo] 
and was analyzed from an operator theoretic point of view in Fuhrmann and Ober [8]. 
To simplify presentation we introduce the notation, 
AL := A - B(I + D*D)-lD*C, 
for a given linear system (A, B, C, D), Note that AL = A if D = 0. 
be a minimal systeF. Let Y be the stabilising solution of the Riccati 
equation 
0 = A;Y + YAL - YB(I + D*D)-‘B*Y + C*(I + DD*)-‘C, 
i.e. AL - B(I + D*D)-‘B*Y is stable, and let 2 be the stabilising solution to the Riccati equation 
0 = AL2 + .ZA; - ZC*(I + DD*)-‘CZ + B(I + D*D)-‘B*, 
i.e. AL - ZC*(I + DD*)-‘C is stable. 8 
Then the system ’ 
q--)) := ( 
AL - B(I + D*D)-1 B*Y B(1 + D*D)+* . 
(I + DD*)-c(I + ZY) D 
is called the L-characteristic of the system 
The following relationships are due to Bucy [3]. S’ lnce the reference is difficult to find we give 
a short proof. 
Lernrna 2.1 (Bucy relationships) Ix! : E 
c+) 
6c a mznimal systc 111. Let 1’ be a solution of 
the Riccati equation 
0 = A;Y + YAL - l’B(I + D-D)-‘B-Y + C-(1 + flfl*)-% 
and let Z be a solution of the Riccati equation 
0 = AL.27 + ZAL - ZC*(I + DD*)-lCZ + B(I + D-D)-‘B-9 
then 
[I + ZY](AL - I?( I + D*fl)-113*Y) = (AL - ZC*(I + DD*)-%‘)[I + ZY]. 
Proofi Consider the two ticcati equations, 
0 = A;Y + J’& - YB(I + D-D)-‘B*Y + C*(I + LW)-‘C, 
and 
0 = ALZ + ZA; - ZC*(I + DD*)-‘CZ + fl(I + DOD)-‘B*. 
Multiplying the first equation on the left by 2 and the second equation on the right by Y, equating 
both equations and adding AL to both sides we obtain 
AL + .ZA;Y + .ZYAL - .ZYB(l+ D*D)-‘B*Y + X*(1+ DD*)-‘C 
z AL + ALZY + ZA;Y - ,K*(I + DD*)-‘CZY + B(I + D*D)-‘B*Y. 
Canceling the term DALY from either side and collecting terms, we obtain 
[I + ZY](AL - B(I + D*D)-*B*Y) = (AL - ZC*(I + DD*)-%)[I + ZY]. 
As a consequence of the Bucy relationships we can rewrite the L-characteristic of a system as 
fol.lows, 
. [I + ZY]-l(AL - X*(1 + DD*)-‘C)[I + ZY]) B(I + D*D)-‘I* 
(I + DDO)-lW(I + ZY) D 
. 
The following Lemma shows that the L-characteristic map maps a system with no stability 
assumptions to a stable system of the same McMillan degree. 
Lemma 2.2 The L-chamctetistic of a minimal system is stable and minimal. The L-characteristics 
of two equiuafent systems are equiuafent. 
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Proof: Since Y is the stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation the matrix AL-L?(L’+D*D)-~B.Y 
is stable by definition. It is easily seen that the characteristic system is reachable. The observability 
of the system follows by using the representation of the characteristic in which the A matrix is 
written in the form resulting from the Bucy relations. 
Let (A,B,C, D) E Ln . plrn If 2 is the stabilising solution to the Riccati equation, a 
AL2 + ZA; - Z(C*(I + DD*)-‘CZ + B(I+ D-D)-%* = 0, 
then T.ZT* is the stabilising solution to this R.iccati equation for the system (TAT-‘, TB,CT-‘, D), z 
where T is non-singular. Similarly, if Y is the stabilizing solution to 
A;Y + YAL - YB(I+ D-D)-‘B-Y + C*(I + DD*)-‘C = 0, 
then T-•YT-* is the stabilizing solution to this Riccati equation for the system (TAT-‘, TB,CT-‘, D). 
Using this fact it is easily seen that the L-characteristic of two equivalent systems are equivalent. 
0 
The main theorem of this section will show that the L-characteristic map is in fact a bijection 
between the set of n-dimensional minimal systems and the set of stable n-dimensional minimal 
systems. We denote by Lt”’ the set of all minimal n-dimensional systems, with m-dimensional 
input and pdimensional output space. The subset of continuous-time stable systems is denoted by 
q-m. Recall that we mean by a stable system what is often referred to as an asymptotically stable 
system, i.e. all the eigenvalues of the A matrix are in the open left half plane. 
In the next definition we are going to define the so-called inverse L-characteristic map LXL : 
pm + qme ?I We will show that this map is in fact the inverse of the L-characteristic map XL. 
Definition 2.2 Let (A,B,C,D) c C:prn and let P and Q be the solutions to the Lyapunou equations 
AP + PA* = -BB-, A*Q + QA = -C-C. 
Then 
A + B(B*Q + D*C)(I + PQ)-* 
lx’ ((-++)) ‘= ( (I+DD*)1~2C(I+PQ)-1 
B(I+ D*D)*i2 
D ) 
is called the inverse L-characteristic system. 
In order to be able to analyze the inverse L-characteristic map we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 Let (A, B,C,D) c Czgrn and let P and Q k such that 
AP + PA* = -BB*, 
A-Q + QA = -C-C. 
Then 
[A+B(fj*Q +D*C)(I+ PQ)-‘][I+ PQ]= [I+ PQl[A+V+ PQ)-'V'C* +BD*)cj 
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Proofi \Ve have 
[A + B(B-Q + V*C)(f t PQ)-'][f t PQ] = A( I+ PQ) + L?(B-Q t V-C) 
X A t APQ t BB-Q t BV*C = A t (AP t Bt?*)Q t BV*C 
= A + (- PA-)Q t BV-C = A - P( -QA - C-C) + BV-C = A + PQA + (PC* + BV*)C 
, = [f t PQ][A + (f + PQ)-*(PC* + BV*)C]. 
The following Lemma shows that the inverse L-characteristic system is minimal. 
Lemma 2.4 We have thd 
Proofz Let (A,B,C,V) E C{*“‘. That I~L((A,B,C,V)) is reachable follows immediately from 
the given representation. The observability follows in a similar way after rewriting d + f3(f?*Q + 
zYC)(f + PQ)- 1 as (I + PQ)(A + (I + pQ)-l(IV + BV*)C)(f + pQ)-‘, using Lemma 2.3. CI 
The foLlowing proposition shows that the characteristic map is injective. We need the following 
Lemma that shows how the solutions of the FGccati equations of a minimal system are related to 
the solutions of Lyapunov equations of its L-characteristic system. 
be a minimal system and let 
(+) := ( AL - B(I+ D*D)-lB=Y B(I+ D*D)-Ii2 (I + DDy’*c(l+ ZY) D 
be its L-chamcteristic system, with Y and .Z the solutions to the respective Riccati equations. Then 
the Lyapunov equations 
dP+ PA- = -BB* 
d-Q + Qd = -CT 
have solutions given by 
P = (I + zY)-lz = Z(I + Y 2)-l 
Q = Y(l+ ZY) = (f i- YZ)Y. 
Proof: We want to show that with P = (I + ZY)-‘2 = .Z(I + YZ)-’ we have, 
dP + Pd. = -BB*. 
To do this consider 
(I + ZY)[dP + Pd*](I + YZ) 
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x (I+ ZY)[(& - l?(f t fl-D)-Q?*Y)P t P(.4L - E(f t D*D)-‘Ey*](f t 1’2) 
= (f t .ZY)(AL - B(I t D-D)-‘B-Y)2 + Z(AL - B(I t D*D)-‘B-Y)*(I + YZ) 
= AL2 + ZA; t Z(YAL + A;Y)Z 
, 
-2ZYB(I t D*D)-93*Yz - E(f + D*D)-bl*Yz - ZYE(f j- D*D)-‘E*, 
using the two Riccati equations this gives, 
z ,z(y(f + my-'cz - E(f t D*D)-lE* 
+Z[YE(f i- D*D)-Q?*Y - C(f + myqz 
-2ZYB(f +- fm)-WY2 - E(f t D*D)-‘E-Y2 - ZYE(f + D*D)-9 
= -(f + ZY)E(f t D=D)-9?*(f -t- YZ) 
= -(f + ZY)mT(f + YZ), 
which shows the claim. 
Now with Q = Y + YZY, we have 
d*Q t Qd = d*Y(I + ZY) + (I + YZ)Yd 
= (A;Y - YB(I + D*D)-lB*Y)(I + ZY) + (I + YZ)(YAL - Yl?(I + D*D)-‘WY), 
using the Riccati equation, we have 
= (-YAL - C*(f + DD*)-*C)(f + ZY) + (f + YZ)(-A;Y - C*(I + DD*)-‘C) 
= -C(f + myc(f + ZY) - (f + Yqcyf + m*)-lc 
-A;Y - YAL - Y(AL.Z + ZA;)Y 
z --C(f + ml*)-‘C(f + 2-Y) - (f + Yz)e*(f + DD*)-lc 
-YB(f + D-D)-Q?*Y + c*(f + Dr)-% - Y(ZC(f + DD*)-lcz) 
-E(f + D*D)-‘E*)Y 
= -(f + Yz)c*(f + m*yc(f + ZY) 8 
= -cc. 
, 
cl 
We can now prove the proposition. 
Proposition 2.1 The chanacterisfic mup XL is inject&. Afore prrx&ly, 1~~ . XL is & identity 
map on Lk*. 
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Proofz Let (A. f3,c, D) E Lz*“’ and let (A,B,C,DJ E c,, Pqrn be its L-characteristic. i.e. 
(.++%) = ( 
AL - f?(I + D*D)-‘WY) B(I + D*D)-I’* 
) (Z + DD*)-c(f + ZY) D 
3 
where 1’ and 2 are the stabilizing solutions to the respective Riccati equations. We know by 
Lemma 2.5 that the solutions to the Lyapunov equations 
AP + PA- = -BB=, A-Q + QA = -C=C 
are given by 
P = (I + .w)-12 = .z(I + Y.z)-‘, 
Q = Y(1 + 23’) = (I + Y.Z)Y. 
Hence we can see that PQ = 21’. Now apply [XL to (A, B,C, D) and set (Al, Bl, Cl, DI ) := 
IxL((A,B,C,D)), then DI = D and \ 
El = B(I + D-D) ‘I* = E(I + D*D)-‘i2(f + D*D)“* = I?, 
Cl = (I + DD*)1’2C(I + PQ)-’ = (I + DD*)‘j*(I + DD*)-“*C(I + ZY)(I + ZY)-’ = C, 
AI = A + BB*Q(I + PQ)-’ + BD*C(I + PQ)-* 
= A - B(I + D’D)-‘(D-C + WY) + B(I + D-D)-‘B*Y(I + ZY)(I + ZY)-’ 
+E(I + D*D)-‘D*C(I + ZY)(I + ZY)-’ 
= A, 
i.e. IXL - XL((A,B,C,D)) = (A,B,C, D) for (A, B,C, D) e Lk*. 
, 
We now need to prove that XL is in fact surjective, or that XL -Ixz, is the identity map on Qm. 
To do this we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.6 kt (A, B,C, D) E CE*“‘. Let P, Q be the positiue definite solutions to the Lyapunou 
equations 
dP+Pd*+BB*=O, d*Q+Qd+CT.=O. 
Let 
Then 
0 = A;Y + YAL - YB(I+ D-D)-‘B-Y + C-(1+ DD-)-‘C, 
0 = A&Z + ZA; - X-(1 + DD*)-‘CZ + B(I + D*D)-‘B*, 
with 
Y = Q(I+ PQ)-' = (I + QP)-'Q, 
2 = P(I + QP). 
IUoreouer, Y and 2 anz the stabilizing solutions to the Riccati equations. 
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Proofz First note that 
AL = A - &I+ D-D)-‘D-C 
= d + B(B*Q + ~-c)(f + PQ)-’ - B(f + ZYD)1’2(f + D*D)-‘T(f + Dn*)1’2c(f + PQI-’ 
* 
= d + BL?*Q(I + PQ)-‘. 
Since, z 
(I + QP)[A;Y + YAL - Y&f + D-D)-*I?Y + C*(f + DD*)-‘C](f + PQ) 
= (I + QP)[(d + f?f?*Q(I + f’Q)-‘)*Q(I + PQ)-* + (I+ QW’QV + BB*QV + J’QJ-‘1 
-(I + QP)-‘Qf?(f + D*zql’*(f + D*D)-l(f + D*D)1’2f3*Q(~ + f’Q)-’ 
+(I + pQ)--C*(f + DD*)~‘~(~ + zm*)-l(f + DD*)1’2C(f + ~QJ-‘lV + PQI 
= (f + QP)d*Q + Qf?f?*Q + Qd(1 + f’Q) + QBB*Q - QfWQ + C*C 
= d*Q + Qd + C*C + Q(I’d* + dP + BB*)Q 
we have verified thk first identity. Now with .Z = p(I + QP) we have 
AL2 + ZA; - X*(1 + IID*)-% + Il(I + D-D)-*B* 
= (d + BB*Q(I + &‘Q)-‘)(I + PQ)Z’ + f’(I + QP)(A + fJB*QU + pQJ-')* 
-p(~ +~Qp)(f + PQ)-•C*(f + m*)“*(f + DD*)-l(f + DD*)*‘*C(f + PQl-'V + PQV' 
+B(f + D*Dy(f + D*D)-‘(f + D*D)‘b* 
= AP + APQP + BB*QP + PA* + PQPA* + PQBB* - PC-CP + BB* 
= A*P + PA* + f?B* + (AP + LW*)QP - PC*CP + PQ(PA* + BB*) 
= o - PA*QP - PC*CP + PQ(PA* + BB*) 
= -P(A*Q + C*C)P + PQ(Z’A* + lW*) 
= P(QA)P + PQ(PA* + L?B*) * 
= PQ(AP + PA* + BB*) 
Z 0, 
. 
which shows the second identity. Since 
AL - B(I+ D*D)-lB*Y 
= A + BB*Q(I + PQ)-’ - B(I + D*D)~‘*(I + D*D)-l(f t D*D)“*B*(f t Qf’)-‘Q 
= A, 
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which is stable and 
AL - ZC-(I + DD*)-‘C 
Z d + BB-Q(I + PQ)-’ 
-P(I + QP)(I + PQ)-?(I + VV*)1’2(I + VT)-‘(1 + ZW*)1’2c(I + I'Q)-' 
= d + BB*Q(I + PQ)-’ - PC*C(I t PQ)-’ 
= (I + PQ)[d + (I + PQ)-‘PC*CJ(I + PQ)-’ - PC*C(I + f'Q)-' 
= (I+ PQ)d(I+ PQ)--', 
is stable, where we have used Lemma 2.3, we have shown that 2, Y are the stabilising solutions to 
the Riccati equations. 0 
We are now in a position to state and prove the main theorem of this section. This theorem 
shows that the L-characteristic map is bijective. 
Theorem 2.1 The mup 
XL : LPrn * CEqrn 
is a bijection thut preserves system equivalence. We have xi* = IXL. 
Proofi Ln Proposition 2.1 it was shown that XL is injective and preserves system equivalence. 
Therefore it remains to show that XL is surjective, or more precisely that XL . IXL is the identity 
map. Let (d,B,C,D) E C:** and let 
(~+j-q =+j-&)) 
Z d + B(B*Q + V-C)(I + PQ)-l B(I + v*v)~~~ 
(I + VV*)*i*C(I + PQ)-1 v 
Now consider 
= 
AL - B(I + D*D)-lB*Y I?(1 + D91)-1~2 
(I + DP)-lW(I + ZY) D 
7 
where 2, Y are the stabilizing solutions to the Kccati equations, 
0 = A;Y + YAL - YB(I+ D-D)-‘l3.Y + C-(1 + DD*)-IC, 
O=AL.Z+ZA;- .zc*(I + mycz + B(I + Inl)-93*. 
By Lemma 2.6 
Y =Q(I+lQ) --l = (I + fp)-Q, 
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2 = f’(I + Qf’), 
with Q, P the positive definite solutions to 
,4P+ Pd. = -BB*, d*Q +Qd = -C-C. 
Now, using that AL = d + BB*Q(I + l’Q)-l’ (P roof of Lemma 2.6), we have Dr = D, and 
Al z AL - B(f + Il-~)-*fl*l’ 
z A $ BB*Q(I + PQ)-’ - B(I*+ D-D)1’2(I + D*D)-‘(1 + D*D)1’2BQ(I + PQ)-* 
= d, 
. B, = f3(f + Vll)- 1’2 = B(I+ D*D)‘j2(I + D*D)-1’2 
= B, 
c, = (f + DD*)-*‘2c(f + .zY) 
Z (I+ DD*)-~‘~(I + DzY)~‘~C(~ + f’Q)-‘(1 + PQ) 
which shows the claim that XL~IXL is the identity map. Therefore XL is invertible with xi1 = 1~~. 
III 
The notion of balancing that is appropriate for minimal systems is that of LQG balancing 
(Jonckheere and Silverman [ 161) ( see Ober and McFarlane [22] for the non-strictly proper case). 
Definition 2.3 A system (A,B,C,D) c Lk”’ is called LQG-balanced if 
A;X + XAL - XII(I + D*D)-‘B*Z + C*(I + IID*)-% = 0, 
ALE + XA; - X*(1 + DIY)-‘CX + B(I + D*D)-lI?- z 0, 
f Ol- 
The matrix II is called the LQG grammian of the system. 
In Ober and McFarlane [22] ( see also [21]) the following canonical form for SISO systems was 
given in terms of LQG balanced realisations. 
Theorem 2.2 The following two statements anz equiualent: 
(i) g(s) is the transfer finction of a minimal system ouer 92 of McMillan degnze n. 
(ii) g(s) has a standard n-dimensional nzalization (A, 6, c, d) giuen by a standard set of pammeters 
such that 
-bibi 
-- 
aG - l + d-2 
1 - SiSjUiUj 
SiSjUi + Uj 
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Moreover, the reafi.m~ion given in (ii) is LQG balanced with LQG gmmmian E = diag(u, 1,,1, ug I,,z ,. . . , uk I,,, 
The map which assigns to each minimal system the rdizahon in (ii) is a uznonical form. 
For an analysis of the characteristic map from the point of view of balancing it is more ap- 
propriate to slightly change the definition of the characteristic map. This is done by performing a 
state-space transformation on XL((A, B, C, D)). 
Define for a system (A, I3, C, D) E L,, Pqrn the modified characteristic map 
Z 
T’i4(AL - I?(I + D*D)-1B*Y)T-1i4 T1i4B(I + D*D)-‘i2 
(I + DD”)-1’2C(I + ZY)T-I” D 
, 
where T := (I+ ZY)*(I+ ZY) and 2, Y are the stabilizing solutions to the two Kccati equations. 
Corollary 2.1 The map 2~ : L$“’ + C[v”’ is a bijection with the following propedies, 
2. (AJ3,C, D) E Lem is LQG balanced with LQG gmmmian ZZ if und only if ~L((A, B,C, D)) 
is Lyapunov balanced with Lyapunov grammian IS. 
2. (A,b,c,d) E L>‘, is in LQG-balanced canonical form of Theorem 2.2 ijand only ijxL((A, b,c,d)) 
is in Lyapunov klanced canoniuxl form of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof: 1.) Let (A, I?, C, D) E flnvrn and let Y, 2 be the stabilizing solutions to the two Rkcati 
equations. By Lemma 2.5 (A,B,C,n)= XL((A, B,C, D)) is such that P = (I + ZY)-‘2, Q = 
Y(1 + ZY) solve the Lyapunov equations, 
AP + PA* = -BB=, A=Q + QA = -C-C. 
If (Al, Bl ,Cl, ‘&) = ~L((A, B, C, D)), then the positive definite solution to the Lyapunov equations, 
AlPl + PlA; = -BIB;, ATQl+ QIAI = -Ci’Cly 
are given by 
P1 = T1~‘PT1~’ = ((I + ZY)*(I + ZY))“’ (I + ZY)-‘2 ((I + ZY)*(I + ZY))“’ , 
QI = T-“‘QT-“’ = ((I + ZY)*(I + ZY))-“’ Y(I + ZY) ((I + ZY)*(I + ZY))-*“. 
. 
If (A, I?, C, D) is LQG balanced then 2 = Y = E is diagonal and therefore 
Pl=Z=Y:Ql, 
. i.e. (Al, Bl,Cl, &) is Lyapunov balanced with Lyapunov grammian Z The converse follows in the 
same way. 
2.) This follows by straightforward verification. 0 
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3 Bounded real systems 
The next class of systems that we will consider are bounded real systems. We call a system bounded 
real, if it is stable and its transfer function satisfies, 
I- G*(iu)G(k) > 0, 
for all w c 3? U {ztc~}. We denote by B[*m c Lkrn the subset of bounded real systems. We will 
proceed as in the previous section and construct a map of the set of bounded real systems into the 
set of stable systems. Where= in the previous case the map was onto, this is not the case here. In 
the present case the map will be a bijection between the class of bounded real systems of McMillan 
degree n and the set of stable minimal system of the same McMillan degree whose Hankel singular 
values are less than one. 
To simplify presentation, we are going to use the following notation, 
AB := A - B(,I - D*D)-‘D*C. 
,We are now going to define the B-characteristic of a bounded real system. 
A B 
Definition 3.1 Let ~ D 
C+) 
be a minimal bounded real system. Let Y be the stabilizing solution 
of the Riccati equation 
0 = A>Y + YAB + YB(1 - D*D)-*BOY + C*(I - DD*)-*C, 
i.e. AB + B(I- D*D)-1 B*Y is stable, and let .Z be the stabilising solution to the Riccati equation . 
0 = ABZ + ZA; + .X*(1 - DD*)-‘CZ + B(I- D*D)-*B*, 
i.e. AB + ZC*(I - DD*)-‘C is stable. 
Then the system 
AB + B(I- D*D)-‘B*Y B(I- D*D)-li2 
-(I - DD*)-~W(I - ZY) D 
is called the B-chaxacteristic of the system 
These following relations are the relations that are equivalent to the Bucy relations for the case 
of minimal systems. Note that standard results on the bounded real Riccati equation ([24]) imply 
that I- ZY is non-singular, where Y and 2 are the stabilizing solutions to the two bounded real 
Riccati equations. 
z 
A B 
Lemma 3.1 Let c D 
(+I 
be a minimakbounded real system. Let Y be a solution of the Riccati 
equation * 
0 = A&Y +YAB+YB(I- D*D)-‘B*Y +C*(I- DD*)-‘C, 
and let 27 be a solution of the Ricuati equation 
0 = ABZ + ZA; + X*(1 - DD*)-‘CZ + B(I- D-D)-lB*, 
t,hen 
[I- zYJ(& + B(I- DOD)-‘B*Y) = (AB + X*(1 - DD=)-%)[I - 2X’]. 
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Proofz Consider the twd Riccati equations. 
0 = Ah}’ + I’,4B + YB(I - D*D)--‘BOY + C-(1 - LID*)-%, 
and 
0 = AB.Z + ZA; + ZC-(I - DD*)%‘Z + B(I - DOD)-‘B-. 
Multiplying the first equation on the left by -2 and the second equation on the right by -I’, 
equating both equations and adding AB to both sides we obtain 
AB - .ZAhY - ZYAB - ZY B(I - DOD)-‘B*Y - .ZC*(f - DD*)-‘C 
= AB - ABLY - .ZAbY - ZC*(I - DD*)-‘CZY - B(I- DOD)-‘B*Y. 
Canceling the term ZAkY from either side and collecting terms, we obtain 
[I - .ZY](AB + B(I- DOD)-‘B*Y) = (AB + ZC*(I - DD*)-‘C)[I - ZY]. 
cl 
As a consequence of these Bucy type relationships we can rewrite the B-characteristic of a 
bounded-real system as follows, 
[I - ZY]-‘(AB + ZC*(I - DD*)-lC)[I - ZY]) B(I - D*D)-liz 
-(I - DD*)+*C(I - ZY) D 
The following Lemma shows that the B-characteristic map maps a bounded real system to a 
stable system of the same McMillan degree. 
Lemma 3.2 The B-characteristic of a minimal bounded-ml system is stable and minimal. The 
B-chamcteristics of two equivalent systems are equivalent. 
Proof: Since Y is the stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation the matrix AB+ B(I- D* D)-‘B*Y 
is stable by definition. It is easily seen that the characteristic system is reachable. The observability 
of the system follows by using the representation of the characteristic in which the A matrix has 
been written in the form resulting from the Bucy type relations. That the B-characteristics of two 
equivalent systems are equivalent is easily verified. cl 
In the following Lemma we investigate the solutions of the Lyapunov equations of the B- 
characteristic system. 
be a minimal bounded-ml system and let 
AB + B(I - D*D)-‘B*Y B(I - D*D)-li* 
-(I - fm)-‘W(I - ZY) D 
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6e its B-chanxcteristic system, with Y and .Z the stabilising solutions to the respective Riccati 
equation. Then the Lyapunov equations 
AP + PA- = -BB= 
A=Q + QA = 4.c * 
huve solutions given by 
p = (I - .zY)-Lz = .z(I - Yq-* 
Q = Y(I- ZY) = (I - YZ)Y. 
Proofz We first show that AP + PA* = -BB*. Since 1 - ZY is invertible this follows from, 
(I - ZY)(dP + Pd-)(I - YZ) 
= (I - 2Y)dZ + Zd*(I - YZ) 
= (I - ZY)[AB + B(I- D*D)-‘B*Y]Z + Z[AB + B(I - D*D)-‘B*Y]“(I - YZ) 
= AB.Z + ZA; - .Z(YAB + AbY) 
+(I - .ZY)B(I - D*D)-‘B-Y2 + .ZYB(I - D*D)-‘B*(I - YZ) 
= -ZC*(I - DD*)-‘CZ - B(1 - D-D)-‘B* 
-.Z[-YB(1 - D*D)-‘B*Y - C-(1 - DD*)-‘C]Z 
+(I - ZY)B(I - D*D)-lB*YZ + ZYB(I- D*D)+*(I - YZ) 
= -B(1 - D-D)-‘B* + ZYB(1 - D*D)-‘B*Y 2 
+(I - ZY)B(I - D*D)-‘B-Y2 + ZYB(I- D*D)-‘B*(I - Y-Z) 
= -(I - ZY)B(I - D*D)-lB-(I - YZ) 
= -(I - zY)BB-(I - YZ). 
Let now Q = Y -.Y ZY. We are going to show that 
d*Q + Qd = -C-C. 
We consider 
d*Q+Qd 
= [A* + I?(1 - D-D)-‘B*Y]*Y(I - ZY) + (I - YZ)Y[AB + B(I- D*D)-‘B*Y] 
= [A;Y + YB(I- D*D)-‘B*Y](I - ZY) + (I - YZ)[YAB + YB(I - D*D)-IBaY], 
using the bounded real Riccati equation this gives, 
= [-YAB - C*(I - DD=)-lC](I - ZY) + (I - YZ)[-A;Y - C*(I - DD*)-‘C] 
= -c-(1 - m*)-V(I - ZY) - (I - Y.z)C(I - IID*)-lc 
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-I’ AB - AbY + Y(ABZ + ZA&)Y 
= -C(I - m*)-yI - 2-Y) - (I - YZ)C(I - flD*)-‘c 
+YB(I - D-D)-‘BOY + C-(1 - DD*)-‘C 
17 
+Y[--zc-(I - IID*)-‘CZ - l?(I - D-I?)-%*]I’ 
* 
= -(I - YZ)C(I - DD*)-‘c(I - ZY) 
= -c-c. 
A consequence of the previous Lemma is that the image of x~ is not the whole set Cil*, but 
the subset UC~$. A ‘system (d, B,C, V) E CE*“’ is in UC’z;$ if 
1. L,az(J'Q) c 1, h w ere P, Q are the positive definite solutions to 
dP + Pd- = -BB*, d-Q + Qd z -c-c, 
2. I-v*v>o. 
We can now show that the B-characteristic of a bounded real system is minimal and in UC:;;. 
Proof: Let (A, B,C, D) c BE*‘? It follows from standard results on the bounded real Riccati 
equations that &,,&ZY) < 1 ([24]), h w ere 2, Y are the stabilizing solutions to the bounded real 
Riccati equations. u bV%V’l = XB((ABGW and P, Q are the positive definite solutions 
to the Lyapunov equations 
dP + Pd. = --BB-; d*Q + Qd = -C*C, 
then as a consequence of Lemma 3.3 we have PQ = ZY and therefore that &.,,&PQ) < 1. Clearly, 
I - V*V = I - D*D > 0 and hence (d, B,C,D) c UC:;:. cl 
In the next definition we are going to define the inverse B-characteristic map IXB : UCz$ -+ 
Bt”‘. Analogously to the case of minimaI systems 1x~ wiIl turn out to be the inverse of the 
B-characteristic map x~ : B[vrn w UC:;:. 
Definition 3.2 ,5et (d, B,C,D) c CJCi:$ and let P, Q be the solutions to the Lyaptmou equations 
dP + Pd. = -BB*, d-Q + Qd = -C=C. 
Then 
d - B(B-Q + V*C)(I - PQ)-1 B(I - V*V)‘i2 
-(I - m*)w(I - IQ)-1 v 
b culled the inverse B-characteristic system. 
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In order to be able to show that fx~ maps a stable system in ~IC~:~ to a bounded rea.l system 
we need the following Lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5 Let (d, B,C, D) E UC:;; und fef P and Q be such thut 
dP+ Pd. = -L?B*, d*Q +Q/4 z 4-C. 
r 
Then 
[d - B(B*Q + D*C)(I - PQ)-‘][I - PQ] = [I - PQ][d - (I - PQ)-‘(PC* + BD*)c]. 
Proof: We have 
[d - B(B*Q + D=C)(I - PQ)-*][I - PQ] 
Z AU- PQ) - B(B*Q + V*C) = d - dPQ - BB*Q, - BD*C = d - [dP + BB*]Q - BD*C 
= d - [-Pd*]Q - BV*C = d - PQ,4 - PC-C - LW*C 
= [f - PQ][d - (I - PQ)-‘(PC* + BD*)C]. 
Lemma 3.6 Let (d, B,C,D) E UC:;:. L-et P, Q be t he p ositive definite solutions to the Lyapunov 
equations 
dP+Pd*+f3B*=O, d*Q+Qd+C*C=O. 
Let 
(G-t%) ~=~~#-s))~ 
Then 
0 = A&Y + YAB + YB(I - D*D)-‘B*Y + C-(1 - DD*)-‘C, 
0 = ABZ + ZAb + X*(1 - DD*)-‘CZ + B(I- D*D)-lB*, 
with 
Y = Q(f - PQ)-’ = (I - QP)-‘Q, 
2 = (f - PQ)P = P(I- QP). 
Morwver, Y and 27 aw the stabilizing solutions to these two bounded red Riccati equations. 
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. 
Proof: First note that 
AB = A - B(I - D*D)-lD*C 
= d - B(B-Q + 2X)(1 - PQ)-’ + L3(1 - D*D)1’2(l - D*D)?D*(I - DD*)1’2C(I - PQ)-’ 
= d - BB*Q(I - PQ)-‘. 
Since 1 - QP is invertible and 
(f - QP)[AbY + YAB + YB(I - D*D)-‘B*Y + C*(I - DD*)-‘C](J - PQ) 
= (f - QP)[(d - fWQ(I- PQ)-‘)-Q(I - PQ)-’ + (f - QP)-'Q(d - BfJ*QCf - PQJ-‘l 
+(I - QP)-‘QB(f - ZYD)'12(f - D-D)-'(f - D*D)1'2B*(f - PQ)-' 
+(f - PQ)--C-(f - mY)1~2(f - DD-)-l(f - DD*)1'2C(f - PQ)-'](f - PQ) 
= (I-Qp)d-Q -QBB*Q+Qd(I- PQ)-QBf?*Q+QL?fS*Q+C*C 
= d*Q + Qd + C-C - Q(Pd* + dP + f?f3*)Q 
we have verified the first identity. Now with 2 = P(I - QP) we have 
AB.Z + .ZAb + ZC*(I - DD*)-‘CZ + B(I - D*D)-‘B* 
= (d - Bf?*Q(f - PQ)-‘)(I - PQ)P + P(1 - PQ)(d - BB*Q(f - PQJ-‘1. 
+p(~ - Qp)(I - pQ)-•C*(l - DzY)~~~(I - DZJ*)-l(I - DD*)*‘2C(I - PQ)-‘(1 - PQ)f’ 
+B(f - zJ-D)‘~2(f - zJ*D)-‘(f - D-D)“2B* 
= AP - dPQP - BB*QP + PA- - PQPA* - PQBB* + PC*CP + BB* 
= A*P + Pd* + BB* - (AP + BB*)QP + PC*CP - PQ(Pd* + BB*) 
= 0 + PA-QP + PC*CP - PQ(PA* + BB*) 
= P(d-Q + C*C)P - PQ(Pd- + BB*) 
. = -P(Qd)P - PQ(PA* + BB*) 
. 
= -PQ(AP + PA- + BB*) 
= 0, 
which shows the second identity. Since 
AB + B(I- D-D)-*B-Y 
= A - BB-Q(f - pQ)-* + B(I - D*D)‘~*(f - D-D)-‘(1 - I~)“~B*Q(~ - f’Q)-’ 
= A, 
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is stable and 
AB + .ZC*(f - DD*)-‘C 
= d - LU?*Q(l - PQ)-’ 
+P(f - QP)(I - PQ)-T(f - DDy2(f - my(I - my2c(I - PQ)-1 
= d - BB*Q(I - PQ)-’ + PC*C(I - PQ)-’ 
= (f - PQ)[d - (I - f’Q)-‘PC-C](f + PQ)-’ + PC*C(I + f=Q)-’ 
= (f - f’Q)d(I - PQ)-‘, 
is stable, where we have used Lemma 3.5, we have shown that 2, Y are the stabilising solutions to 
the bounded real Riccati equations. cl 
We can now show that fx~ maps UC:;: into BE-“‘. 
Proofi Let (d,B,C,D) E UC:;; and let (A, B,C, D) = 1xB((d, B,C,ZJ)). It follows immediately 
that (A, B, C, D) is reachable. After rewriting of (A, B, C, D) using the formula of Lemma 3.5 
it follows that the system is observable. In Lemma 3.6 it was shown that the two bounded real 
Riccati equations for the system (A, B, C, D) h ave positive definite stabilizing solutions Y, 2. This 
together with the fact that &= (YZ) = &,-&PQ) < 1 implies ([24]) that (A,B,C,D) is bounded 
real. cl 
We are now in a position to show that x~ : Bt*“’ + UC:;: is a bijection. 
is a bijection that preserves system equivalence. The inverse map is given by xi* = IXB. 
Proofi That x~ preserves system equivalence was established in Lemma 3.2.We are next going to ’ 
show that x~ is injective, or more precisely that 1x~ - x~ is the identity map. Let (A, B, C, D) E 
B;lrn, let (A B,C, D) = xd(4 B,C, DJl and set (Al, Bl,Cl,Dl) := IxB((d,B,C,D)). Using l 
Lemma 3.3 we have 
= (f - DD=)-l~*(f - DD*)~w(f - ZY)(f - zy)-l = c, 
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Al = d - B(B*Q + D=C)(1- PQ)-’ 
= AB + B(I - D*D)-lBmy - B(J - Dv)-‘iz(~ - D*D)-li*B*y 
? +B(I - D*D)-1’2D*(I - DD*)-1~2C(l - .ZY)(I - .n’)-’ 
= A - B(I Y D-D)-‘D-C + B(I- D-D)-‘D-C 
. 
= A, 
which shows that 1x~ . XB((A, B, C, D)) = (A, B, C, D) and hence that x~ is injective. We now 
show that x~ is surbctive by showing that XB. 1x~ is the identity map. Let (d, B,C, tD) E UC:::, 
let (A, B, C, D) := IxB((d, B,C, D)) and set (dl, Bl,Cl, Z&) := XB((A, B,C, D)). Then 
v* = v, 
Cl = -(I - D*D)-1’2C(I - 23’) = (I - VT)-*‘*(I - VV*)“*C(I - PQ)-‘(I - PQ) 
- c. - 
Bl = B(I- D*D)- l/2 z B(I - ~*~)*~*(I - ~*~)-1~2 z B, 
Al = AB + B(I- D*D)-* B.1’ 
= d - BB*Q(I - pQ)-l + B(I - D*V)‘j2(I - V*V)-‘(1 - D*D)1’2B*Q(I - PQ)-’ 
This shows that x~ is surjective. Hence we have that x~ is bijective with inverse xi1 = r,yB. q 
We now come to analyse the previous result from the point of view of balanced realizations. 
Bounded real balanced realizations were introduced by Opdenacker and Jonckheere [23]. 
Definition 3.3 A system (A, B,C, D) c B;vrn is called bounded real balanced if 
A;E + lEAB + EB(I - D*D)-lB*E + C*(I - IID*)-% z 0, 
ABE + EAi + EC*(I - DIY)--*CE + B(I - D*D)-lB* c 0, 
f O?- 
E = diag(u~I~,,u2I~~,...,u~I*~), ul > u2 > ..a > ok > 0, 
and ZZ is the statdizing solution to 60th equations. The mat& X is calfed the bounded real gram- 
mian of the system. 
In Ober [21] the following canonical form for SISO bounded real systems was given. 
Theorem 3.2 The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) g(s) is the tmnsfer finction of a bounded real system over R of A4cMillan degnze n. 
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(ii) g(s) has a standard n-dimerkonal reali:ation (A, 6, c, d) given by a standard set of pammeters 
such that 
-bibj 
CZi, = - 
1 + SisjOiUl 
1-G SiSjUi + Uj 
with /d[ < 1, ol c 1. 
A4oreover, the rcalization given in (ii) is bounded real balanced with bounded real gmmmian X = 
h7(~lJn,, 021~~~ . . . , okInk). The map which assigns to each bounded real system the realisation 
in (ii) is a canonical form. 
As in the case of minimal systems we now introduce a slightly modified characteristic map. 
Define for a system (A, B, C, D) e B,, plrn the modified characteristic map 
Z T1j4(A~ + B(1 - D*D)-‘B*Y)T-‘j4 T1i4B(I - D*D)-‘i2 
-(I - DD*)-‘i2C(I - ZY)T-‘i4 D 
7 
where T := (I - ,ZY~*(I - 23’) and 2, Y are the stabilizing solutions to the two bounded real 
Riccati equations. We have the following corollary. 
corollary 3.1 The map ZB : B$“’ + UC:;: is a bijection with the following properties, 
1. (A, B,C,D) c B;am is bounded ma1 balanced with bounded real gmmmian X if and only if 
~BCC~B,C,D)) is Lyapunov balanced with Lyapunov grammian X. 
2. (A, 6, c, d) c B;*’ is in the bounded real balanced canonical form of Theorem 3.2 if and only 
if %~~~Ah~,4~ is in Lyapunov balanced canonical form of Theorem 1 .l. 
4 Positive real systems 
We are now going to consider positive real systems. We call a square minimal system positive real, 
if it is stable and its transfer function satisfies, 
G(k) + G*(b) > 0, 
for all w E 8? U {kooj. We denote by Pp the subset of Lz*“’ of positive real systems. We again 
introduce some notation to simplify the presentation. Let (A, B, C, D) be a positive real system, 
then set, 
Ap := A - B(D + D*)-‘C*. 
The P-characteristic of a positive real system is defined as follows. 
. 
Definition 4.1 Let 
of the Riccati equation 
be a minimal positive real system. Let Y be the stabilising solution 
0 = A;Y + YAP + YB(D + D*)-‘B*Y + C*(D + D*)-‘C, 
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i.e. Ap + B( D + D-)-l BOY is stable9 and let Z be the stabilising solution to the Riccati equation 
0 = ApZ + ZA; + ZC*( D + D=)-‘CZ + B( D + DO)-‘B*, 
i.e. Ap + ZC*(D + D*)-‘C is stable. 
Then the system 
+-/+)) := ( 
Ap + B(D + D*)-‘B-Y B(D + D*)-‘j2 
-(D + D*)-‘12C(I - ZY) D 
is called the P-characteristic of the system 
The following relations are analogous to the Bucy relations for the case of minimal systems. 
Note that standard results on the positive real R.iccati equation (see e.g. [24]) imply that I - ZY is 
non-singular, where Y and Z are the stabilizing solutions to the two positive real Kccati equations. 
Lemma 4.1 Let 
A B 
(+I C D 
be a minimal positiue-ml system. Let Y be a solution of the Riccati 
equation 
0 = A;Y + Y Ap + Y B( D + D-)-l B*Y + C*( D + D*)-‘C, 
and let Z be a solution of the Riccati eqtdion 
0 = Ap.Z t ZA; t ZC*(D t D*)-‘CZ + B(D + D*)-‘B*, 
then 
[I - ZY](Ap + B(D t D*)-‘B*Y) = (Ap t ZC*(D t D*)-%)[I - ZY]. 
P.roof: Consider the two Riccati equations, 
0 = A;Y t YAP t Y B(D + D-)-l B-Y +- C*( D + D*)-IC, 
and 
0 = ApZ t ZA; t ZC*(D + D*)-‘CZ i- B(D + D*)-‘II*. 
Multiplying the first equation on the left by -2 and the second equation on the right by -Y, 
equating both equations and adding Ap to both sides we obtain 
Ap - ZA>Y - ZYAp - ZY B( D -I- D*)-‘B*Y - .W*( D t D-)+2 
. 
= Ap - ApZY - ZA>Y - ZC*(D + D-)-‘CZY - B(D + D*)-*B-Y. 
Cancefing the term ZA>Y from either side and dltxting terms, we obtain 
[I - ZY](Ap t B(D t D-)-‘B*Y) = (Ap + ZC*(D + D-)-%)[I - ZY]. 
AS a consequence of, these Bucy type relationships we can rewrite the P-characteristic of a 
positive real system as follows, 
XP((+j) := 
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[I - .ZY]-l(Ap + ZC*(D + D*)-‘C)[I - ZY]) l?(D + D*)-‘i2 
-(D + D*)-‘~2c(l - ZY) D 
The following Lemma, that is proved in the standard way, states that the P-characteristic of a 
positive real system is stable and minimal. F 
Lemma 4.2 The P-chamcteri~tic of a minimal positive-ma1 system is stable and minimal. The 
P-characteristics of two equivalent systems are equivalent. 
We now construct the inverse map to the P-characteristic. In order to do this we first have to 
investigate the solutions of the Lyapunov equations of the characteristic system. 
be a minimal positive-ma1 system and let 
(,+-q := ( Af + B(D + D*)-‘WY B(D + D*)-lj2 -(D + D*)-*i2C(I - ZY) D 
be its P-chamcteristic system, with Y and .Z the stabilizing solutions to the respective Ricuati 
equations. Then the Lyapunov equations 
dP + Pd* = -BB* 
d*Q + Qd = -C*C 
have solutions given by 
P = (I - ZY)?z = Z(I - Yz)-l 
Q = Y(I - ZY) = (I - Y 2)Y. 
Proof: We first show that dP + Pd* = -BB*. To do this note that 1 - ZY is invertible and 
consider, 
(I - ZY)(AP + PA-)(1 - YZ) 
= (I - ZY)AT + .ZA*(I - YZ) 
= (I - ZY)[Ap + B(D + D*)-‘B*Y]Z + Z[Af + B(D + D-)-ll?*Y]*(I - Y.Z) 
= ApZ + .ZAF - Z(YAp + A;Y)Z 
+(I - ZY)E(D + D*)-‘B*YZ + ZYB(D + D*)-lE*(I - YZ) 
l 
= -zc*(D + D*)-vz - E(D + DyE* 
-A’[-YE(D + D*)+?*Y - C*(D + D*)-‘C]Z 
+(I - ZY)E(D + D*)-‘B*YZ + ZYB(D + D*)-lB-(I : I’.??) 
= -E(D + D-)-w + ZYB(D + DyE*Yz 
+(I - ZY)E(D + DyE*Yz + ZYl?(D + DyE*(I - YZ) 
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. 
= -(I - .zY)f?(D + D*)-‘B=(I - 1’2) 
= -(I - .zY)BB.(I - YZ). 
Let now Q = I’ - YZY. \Ve are now going to show that 
. 
d-Q + Qd = -C=C. 
We consider 
d-Q + Qd 
Z [A/J + B( II + D*)-* BY’]-Y( I - 23’) + (I - YZ)Y [Ap + B( D + D*)-l~*Y] 
Z [A;Y + Yl?(D + Da)-‘B*Y](I - ZY) + (I - YZ)[YAp + YB(D + D*)-‘B-Y], 
using the positive real Riccati equation this gives, 
= [--YAp - C*(D + Do)-%](I - 23’) + (I - YZ)[-A;Y - C-(D + D*)-‘C] 
= -C(L) + q-%(I - ZY) - (I - YZ)C(D + Dye 
-YAp - A>Y + Y(Ap2 + ZA;)Y 
= -C(D + D*)-*(I - ZY) - (I - YZ)C(D + II*)-% 
+Yl?(D + D*)-*B*Y + C(D + q-w + Y[-zc*(D + D*)-*cz - l?(l) + D*)-v]Y 
= -(I - Yz)c-(Il+ Dyc(I - ZY) 
= -c-c. 
0 
A consequence of ‘the previous Lemma is that the image of xp is not the whole set C$“‘, but 
the subset UCc$‘, A system (d, B,C,V) G CF*“’ is in UCT!D” if 
1. Ama= -c 1, where P, Q are the positive definite solutions to 
dP + Pd* = -BB*, d-Q + QA = -CT, 
. 
2. v + v- > 0. 
We can now show that the P-characteristic of a positive rea.l system is minimal and in UCc$?. 
hmma 4.4 We hue 
XB(e3 !G uc;p. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4. cl 
In the next definition we are going to define the inverse P-characteristic map Ixp : UCc$” + 
.Pr. Analogously to the case of minimal and bounded red systems Ixp will turn out to be the 
inverse of the P-characteristic map xp : Pr + UCn$!?. 
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Definition 4.2 Let (d,B,C,D) E UCc$” and let I’, Q 6e the solution to the Lyapnou equations 
dP + Pd. = -BB*, d*Q + Qd = -C-C. 
Then 
I,YlJ ((-G-/k)) :=( d - B(B*Q +C)(I - PQ)-1 B(D* + D)li2 -(D + D*)112C(I - PQ)-1 27 
is called the inverse P-characteristic system. S 
Lemma 4.5 Let (d, B,C, D) E UCK$” and let P and Q 6e such that 
dP + Pd. = -BB=, d*Q + Qd = -C*C. 
Then, 
[d - B(B*Q + C)(I - PQ)-‘][I - PQ] = [I - PQ][d - (I - PQ)-‘(PC* + B)C]. 
Proofi We have 
[d - B(B*Q + C)(I - PQ)-‘][I - PQ] 
=d(I--PQ)-B(B*Q+c)=d-dPQ-BB*Q-BCzd-[dP+BB*]QsBc 
Z d - [-Pd*]Q - BC = d - PQd - PC*C - BC 
= [I - PQ][d - (I - PQ)-‘(PC* + B)c]. 
cl 
In order to be able to show that Ixp maps a stable system in UCc$” to a positive real system 
was need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.6 tit (d, B,C, D) c UCz$“. Let P, Q 6e the positiue definite solutions to the Lyapunou 
equations 
dP+Pd*+BB*=O, d*Q+Qd+C*C=O. 
Let 
Then, 
6 
0 = A;Y + YAP + YB(D + II*)-‘B*Y + C*(D + DO)-%, 
‘ , 
0 = ApZ + ZAP + .ZC*(D + II*)-%2 + B(D + D*)-lB*, 
with 
Y = Q(I - PQ)-’ = (I - QP)-‘Q, 
2 = (I - PQ)l' = P(I - QP). 
hforeover, Y and 2 anz the stabilizing solutions to these two positive real Riccati equations. 
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cl 
. 
Proof: The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
We now have that Ixp maps UCTp into Pz. 
Lemma 4.7 We haue 
~XPWC$y) c pry. 
Proofi The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7 . 
We are now in a position to show that xp : Pz - UC:? is a biject.ion. 
Theorem 4.1 The map 
xp : Pz*m + uc;$? 
is a bijection that preserves system equivalence. 
The inverse map x;’ : UCT$” -+ Pr is giuen by ~6’ = Ixp. 
Proofi The proof is a straight.forward verification and analogous to the bounded real case. CI 
BaIancing for positive reaI systems has been introduced by Desai and Pal [7] (see also [14], [ll]). 
Definition 4.3 A system (A, B,C, D) c Pz is called positive real baIanced if 
A;Z + IZAp + IU?(D + II*)-‘B*X + C*(D + D*)-‘C = 0, 
ApZZ + XA; + X*(D + II*)-‘CX + B(D + D*)-‘II* = 0, 
f Ol- 
x = diag(qLl, O&, . . . ,U&), Ul > U2 > - - - > ok > 0, 
and ZE is the stabifizing solution to bth equations. The ma&k E is called the positive reaI grammian 
of the system. 
In Ober [21] the foIlowing canonicaI form for SISO positive real systems was given. 
Theorem 4.2 The foZlowing two statements a~ equiualenk 
(i) g(s) is fhe transfer finchon of a positiue real system ouer 32 of h4cMillan degree n. 
(ii) g(s) has a standard n-dimensional nzalization (A, b, c,d) giuen by a standard set of pammeters 
such that 
withd>O,ul<l. 
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Moreover, the realisation giuen in (ii) is positiue real balanced with positiue real grammian ,X = 
diag(~~ In,, c72L2, . . . , u~I,,~ ). The map which assigns to each positiue real system the realisation in 
(ii) is a canonical form. 
As in the case of minimal systems we now introduce a slightly modified characteristic map. 
Define for a system (A, B, C, D) E PF the mbdified P-characteristic map 
j+j-&)) = ( T1~4(,4p + B(D + D*)-1B*Y)T-1i4 T1i4B(D + D*)-‘j2 -(D + D*)-1i2C(I - ZY)T-‘~4 D 9 
where T := (I - ZY)*(I - ZY) and 2, Y are the stabilising solutions to the two positive real 
Riccati equations. We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1 The map zp : PF + UCT$” is a bijection with the following properties, 
f. (A,B,C,D) E PF*“’ is positiue real balanced with positive real grammian X if and only if 
%P((& B,C,D)) is ,C yapunov balanced with Lyapunou grammian E. 
2. (A, b, c,d) E PA is in positive real balanced canonical form of Theorem 4.2 if and only if 
gp((A, b, c, d)) is in Lyapunov balanced canonical form of TheoEm 1.1. 
5 Antistable systems 
The last class of systems that we will consider is the class of antistable functions. We call a system 
antistable whose eigenvalues are all in the open left half plane. In this section we are going to study 
a map from the set of antistable systems of fixed McMillan degree to the set of stable systems of 
McMillan degree n. There are of course a number of obvious such maps. This map here however 
appears to be different. 
A B 
Definition 5.1 Let c D 
c+J 
be a minimal antistable system. Let Y be the stabilising solution 
of the Riccati equation 
A-Y + YA - YBB*Y = 0, 
i.e. A - BB*Y is stable, and let 27 be the stabilising solution to the Rkxati equation 
AZ + .??A* - .ZC*CZ = 0, 
i.e. A - ZC*C is stable. 
Then the system 
is called the S-characteristic of the system 
These following relations are the relations that are equivalent to the Bucy relations for the case 
of tinimal systems. 
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Lemma 5.1 Let 
equation 
be a minimal antistabk system. Let 1,’ be a solution of the Riccati 
0 = A * Y + YA - YBB-Y, 
and let 2 k a solution of the Riccati equation 
0 = AZ + ZA- - .ZC*CZ, 
then 
.W(A - BB*Y) = (A - .ZC*C)ZY. 
Proofr Consider the two Riccati equations, 
0 = A*Y + YA - YBB*Y 
and 
0 = AZ + .ZA* - 2C.C.Z. 
Multiplying the first equation on the left by 2 and the second equation on the right by I’, equating 
both equations, we obtain 
ZA-Y + ZYA - .ZYBB*Y = AZY + .ZA*Y - ZC*C.ZY. 
Canceling the term ZA*Y from either side and collecting terms, we obtain 
ZY(A - BB*Y) = (A - .ZC*C).ZY. 
As a consequence of these Bucy type relationships we can rewrite the characteristic of a system 
as follows, 
[ZY]-‘(A - ZC*C)[ZY] B 
The following Lemma shows that the S-characteristic maps antistable systems to stable minimal 
systems. The proof is by now standard. 
Lemma 5.2 The S-chanzcteristic of a minimal anti-stable system is stable and minimal. The 
S-chamcteristics of two equiualent systems are equiualent. 
In the following definition we are going to introduce the candidate map for the inverse of the 
characteristic map. We denote by ASEem G Lk”’ the subset of antistable systems. 
Definition 5.2 Let (-4,B,C,D) E Cgv”’ and let P, Q be the solutions to the Lyapunou equations 
AP + PA- = -BB*, A-Q + QA = -C-C. 
Then 
Ixs ((q-g)) := (.*) 
is called the inverse S-characteristic system. 
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To show that 1~s maps a stable minimal system to an antistable minimal system we need the 
following Lemma. 
Lemma 5.3 Let (d, B,C, D) E Czl”’ ami fet P und Q be such thut 
dP + Pd. = -BB*, d*Q + Qd = -C’C. 
Then 
[d + BB*P-‘]PQ = PQ[d + Q-‘CT] 
Proofi We have 
[d + BB*P-‘]PQ = dPQ + BB*Q = [dP + BB*]Q = [-Pd*]Q = -P[.-c-c - Qd] 
= PQd + PC*C = PQ[d + Q-‘CT]. 
cl 
Lemma 5.4 We huue 
Proofi Let (d, B,C,D) E CK+. The minimality of (A, B, C, II) = I,xs((d, B, C, D)) follows in the 
standard way. To show that A is antistable let P be the positive definite solution to the Lyapunov 
equation, 
dP + Pd- = -BB*. 
Now consider, 
AP + PA* - BB* = (d + BB*P-‘)P + P(d + BB*P-‘)* - BB* = dP + P./l* + BB* 
Z 07 
which implies that A is antistable. Hence (A, B, C, D) c AStem. 0 
In order to prove the main result of this section we will need to again establish connections 
between solutions to Lyapunov equations and solutions to Riccati equations. 
Lemma 5.5 Let be a minimal antistable system and let 
* 
be its S-characteristic system, with Y and 2 the stabilizing solutions to the respective Riccati equa- 
tions. Then the Lyapunov equations . 
dP + Pd’ = -BB- 
d*Q + Qd = -C*c 
have solutions given by 
p z y-1 
Q = YZY. 
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Proof: We first show that AP + PA* = -L?BO. To do this consider 
Y(dP + Pd-)Y = Yd + d-Y = A-Y t YA - YBB-Y - YBB*Y, 
, using the Eccati equation this gives, 
= YBB*Y - 2YBB*Y = -YBBY, 
which implies the claim. Now, let Q = YZY and consider, 
d-Q + Qd = (A - BB*Y)*YZY + Y.ZY(A - BB*Y), 
using the Bucy type relations, this gives 
= [(ZY)-*(A - ZC*C).ZY]*YZY + Y.ZY(ZY)-‘(A - ZC*C)ZY 
= YZ(A - .ZCT)*Y + Y(A - ZC*C)ZY 
= Y(A.Z + ZA*)Y - 2YZC*CZY, 
using the Riccati equation in 2, we obtain, 
= Y.zc-CZY - 2YZC.CY = -Y.zc-czY = -CT, 
which implies the result. cl 
Lemma 5.6 Let (d, B,C, D) E Cgl”‘, Let P, Q be the positive definite solutions to the Lyapunov 
equutions 
dP+Pd’+BB*=O, d-Q+Qd+C*C=O. 
Let 
Then, 
0 = A-Y + YA - YBB*Y, 
0 = ApZ + ZAP - ZC-CZ, , 
with 
Y = P-l, 
2 = PQP. 
Morwver, Y and 2 urvz the stabilizing solutions to these two Riccati equations. 
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Proofz Since, 
QP[A*Y + YA - YBB*Y]PQ 
= QP[(d + BB*P-‘)*P-’ + P-‘(d + L?L?*P-‘) - P-‘BB*P-‘]PQ z 
= QPd-Q + QBB*Q + QdPQ + QBB*Q - QBB*Q 
= Q(Pd- + dP + BB*)Q 
Z 07 
we have verified the first identity. 
AZ + .ZA* - .ZC*C.Z 
= (d + BB*P-‘)PQP t 
Now with 2 = PQP we have 
PQP(d + BB*P-I)* - PQP(PQ)-=C*C(PQ)-‘PQP 
= dPQP + BB*QP + PQPd* + PQBB* - PC*CP 
= (dP + BB*)QP - PC-CP + PQ(Pd* + BB*) 
= -Pd*QP - PC*CP + PQ(Pd* + BB*) 
= -P(d*Q + C*C)P + PQ(Pd* + BB*) 
= P(Qd)P + PQ(Pd* + BB*) 
z PQ(dP + Pd* + BB*) 
which shows the second identity. Since 
A - BB*Y = d + BB*P-’ - BB*P-1 z d, 
which is stable and 
A - zC*C = d + BB*P-’ - PQP(PQ)-•C*C(PQ)-’ 
= d + BB*P-’ - PC*C(PQ)-’ 
z PQ[d + Q-‘C*C](PQ)-’ - x*qPQ)-’ 
= (I’Q)d(I’Ql-‘7 
, 
is stable, where we have used Lemma 5.3, we have shown that 2, Y axe the stabilising solutions to 
the R,iccati equations. CJ 
We now state the main theorem of this section which shows that the S-characteristic map is a 
bijection. 
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Theorem 5.1 The map 
is a bijection that preserves system equivalence. The inverse map xi1 : Cf/” -+ AS:“” is given by 
xi1 = I,ys. 
Proofi The proof is analogous & the proof of Theorem 3.1. cl 
. 
Following the examples of the previous sections we now introduce a balancing scheme for anti- 
stable systems. 
Definition 5.3 A system (A,B,C,D) E AS:*‘” is called anti-stable balanced if 
A*E + EA - EBB-E = 0, 
AX + EA* - X*CE = 0, 
f Ol- 
E = diug(o~~~,,o*~~~,...,o~~~~), ol > ~72 > .a. > ok > 0, 
and E is the stabilising sohbon to i&h equations. The matriz .X is culled the anti-stable grammian 
of the system. 
We are again going to define a modified characteristic map. Let (A, B,C,D) E ASY” then 
define 
zs(( 4;)) = (W;;-~;~~-~‘~ y ), 
where T := (2X)*(23’) and 2, Y are the stabilizing solutions to the two R.iccati equations. We 
have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.1 The map J?S : AS;*“” -+ Cgl”’ is a bijection such that, (A, B, C, D) E ASgqm is 
anMable balanced with unti-stable grummian E if and only if gs((A, B,C, II)) is Lyapunov balanced 
with Lyapunov gnzmmian ZE. 
6 Diffeomorphisms 
In the previous sections we have studied bijections between various sets of linear systems. We are 
now going to show that these maps are in fact diffeomorphisms. 
We WiIl need a new notation. To indicate the subsets of strictly proper systems we append 
the additional subscript 0, e.g. Cz;r denotes the strictly proper systems in Qrn. To indicate the 
subsets with identity fedthrough term we append the subscript I, e.g. UCzirn denotes the subset 
of UCCbrn with II = I. 
These sets can be endowed with a topology by embedding them in a natural way in Euclidean 
space. If we denote by m the equivalence relation given by system equivalence then we consider 
the quotient spaces Lt.:/ m, Ct;r/ -, . . ., to be endowed with the quotient topology. 
The key to our way of proceeding is a result by Delchamps [4], [5],[6] that states that stabibzing 
solutions to Riccati equations are differentiable functions. Similarly, the positive definite solutions 
to Lyapunov equations are differentiable function of the system matrices. This implies that the 
bijections that we have constructed are in fact diffeomorphisms. In the same series of papers 
Delchamps also showed that Bc:$ and Cz;$’ are diffeomorphic. 
From this discussion we immediately have the folIowing result. 
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Theorem 6.1 We haue that 
are difieomorphic. Momover, 
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